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To Mac, expert in both type and camera angles
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Abstract
Mac McGrew gained a reputation within typographic circles as a leading
type expert through his work as Type Director with Ketchum, MacLeod and
Grove in Pittsburgh, his many articles published in various typographic
magazines and newsletters, as well as his membership in several printing
guilds. With the publishing of his book, American Metal Typefaces of the
Twentieth Century in 1993, his position as the foremost American type histo
rian was established.
Mac is one of a select group of people who have detailed knowledge of
the transition from metal type to current digital methods. This knowledge
must be preserved to educate today's students of typography, who may have
no notion of the predecessors to modern computer typesetting.
This manuscript attempts to explore the personal side ofMac
McGrew; as the proprietor of a small private press, and his interests outside
the realm of typography, in an effort to form a more complete composite of
this renowned type historian and typographer.
Chapter One: Introduction
During his eight a.m. class, "Development and Classification of Type," the
instructor, Professor Archie Provan, would often say about the subject,
'You've tried everything else, now welcome to the Garden of
Eden." When it
came time to complete a thesis for my graduate degree, I asked him, my
chosen advisor, for topic suggestions. He asked about my interests, and I
replied, "history, biographies and type." And so the idea of interviewing Mac
was born.
During preliminary interviews with friends and colleagues, a portrait
ofMac emerged. A straight-forward, self-effacing man, Mac was known
among typographic circles as having limitless knowledge about typefaces,
type design and type history, and is described by his colleague, Dwight
Agner, as "an unsung hero of
typography." His 1993 book, "American Metal
Typefaces of the Twentieth
Century,"
truly a life's work and described by
those in the business as the definitive book on the subject, was a testament
to his attention to detail and lifelong involvement with type.
In late April of 1995, I drove from Rochester, New York, to Mac's
apartment in the Pittsburgh suburbs, to conduct an interview with him. As I
reviewed my notes and questions the night before in my hotel room, I wor
ried if, as a new student to type, I would be up to the challenge.
When I arrived for our first meeting, Mac welcomed me into his home,
and proved a most gracious host. During my day-long visit, we spoke about
his long career in advertising, membership in various typographic guilds,
discussed his library of type-related books, and viewed his private press,
The Press of the Licorice Cat. He was also kind enough to make arrange
ments for lunch in the lovely dining room of his retirement community.
During the interview, which was both videotaped and recorded on
audio tape, he offered suggestions about camera angles and lighting, and
came to my aid during equipment malfunctions. He seemed genuinely inter
ested in helping me to produce a quality project.
On the drive home from Pittsburgh, I recorded some additional
thoughts and details about the interview which proved valuable when it
came time to write this manuscript. As I reviewed the tapes for transcrip
tion, I was amazed at the amount of information and detail Mac had given
me. A novice at interviewing, I thought ofmany additional questions I
should have asked, but was pleased with those I did pose, and the responses
that they had elicited.
I truly enjoyed the interview, and considered it a privilege. It rein
forced my beliefs about perseverance and attention to detail, qualities in
short supply today. I hope that both this written manuscript and it's com
panion video prove enjoyable to those who know and have worked with Mac,
and that they will serve as a history lesson and inspiration to all students of
typography.
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Figure 1.
Chapter Two: Pittsburgh
Mac moved to his current apartment ten years ago with his late wife, Laura,
when they decided that their single family home was becoming too much for
them to maintain. A Pittsburgh resident for most of his eighty-some years, I
asked him about growing up in the Pittsburgh area.
So, are you from Pittsburgh?
Yes, I grew up in the Pittsburgh area, and I went all the way through school
in the Pittsburgh suburbs, and all my working life has been in Pittsburgh.
So I'm a Pittsburgher.
Were you born here?
No, I wasn't born here. My father was working out-of-town, out-of-state,
when I was born, but after a couple of years he came back here, and I've
lived around here ever since. No, I was born down in Tennessee.
Oh, were you ?
Yes. Well, my father had worked in Pittsburgh before he was married, and
then got a job down there, and after a couple of years he came back to
Pittsburgh.
And you stayed here, you loved it here, you never thought of
leaving?
Right. A couple of times I got suggestions of jobs elsewhere, but I preferred
to stay around here.
Chapter Three: Mac's Start in Typography
I read that you bought your first press, your first handpress, before
you were out of high school.
Before I was in high school.
Before you were in high school. How did that come about?
Well, my father was an architect and he had a specialty of inscriptional let
tering. He did the lettering on a number of public buildings and schools, and
so on, around the Pittsburgh area, and as reference material he had a few
type specimen booklets and he gave me some of those and that got me inter
ested in it. I bought one of those little Kelsey handpresses [see Glossary] the
summer before I was in high school and I went on from there. That got me
hooked on type.
Right.
I got acquainted with the American Type
Founders' [see Glossary] branch in
Pittsburgh and some of the other sources here. During high school summer
vacation I got my first job in a small print shop. At that time jobs were hard
to come by, but I managed to get that, and worked there a couple of sum
mers and studied printing at Carnegie Tech [Carnegie Institute of Tech
nology, now Carnegie Mellon University]. I worked in some larger print
shops and had my own shop for a while but I decided I would rather special
ize in the typography end of the business instead of trying to do everything.
I didn't have the aptitude for trying to manage everything, anyway. So I pre
ferred to get into the typographic end of the business, and that's where I've
been ever since.
Chapter Four: Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove
For most of his adult working life, Mac was employed by the major
Pittsburgh advertising house ofKetchum, MacLeod & Grove, now Ketchum
Communications. During his tenure in the 1950s and 1960s, they employed
over 125 people in Pittsburgh, and had offices and affiliates in many cities
around the world.
When did you start with Ketchum, MacLeod and Grove? How did
that come about?
Well, I had worked for one of the larger print shops in the city before that,
and the shop had its own composing room, but occasionally for some special
ty work we went to one of the advertising typographers in the city for type
setting. Incidently, along the way I joined the Pittsburgh Club of Printing
House Craftsmen [see Glossary] and became active in that, and eventually
was president of the group for a year or two. But principally, I made con
tacts and friends in the industry and eventually some of them recommended
me for the job at Ketchum, MacLeod and Grove, so that became the princi
pal part of my career.
You were Type Director there?
Typographic Director. [Originally Type Director, the title was later changed
to Typographic Director, but the duties were the same.]
Was that the one position you held for all your years there?
Yes. I was there 26 years.
What kind of duties did that position entail?
Well, basically, I specified typesetting [see Glossary]. I worked with the art
directors, some of them knew exactly what they wanted in the way of type in
their ads, and all I had to do was work out a few technical details. Some of
them had a general idea, and some of them had almost no idea, so wherever
they left off in regard to type, I took over, and basically wrote the details for
the various typographers in the city and elsewhere to do their job. That
made me the principal customer of the two largest typesetters in Pittsburgh
and several of the lesser ones I was a customer of on occasion, when we
wanted a typeface that the major ones didn't have. I got to know a number
of out-of-town typesetters, too, when we had demand for type that no-one
had locally. I occasionally patronized typesetters in Cleveland, Philadelphia
and New York City, especially after we got into phototypesetting [see
Glossary.]
In the earlier days, of course, it was all metal typesetting, and then
phototypesetting for display type began to come in. Some of the early suppli
ers in that field had the notion that they needed to redraw and redesign all
the popular typefaces, and that idea never appealed to me. I avoided them
except for when the art directors insisted on some of their typefaces or
where they had reproduced some rare face that wasn't available otherwise.
Eventually I discovered that some of the art directors were taking repro
proofs [see Glossary] of headlines and cutting them apart letter by letter,
and tightening [see Glossary] them up a bit. When I realized that was going
on, I realized I better be getting into photolettering [see Glossary]. Actually,
photolettering was before phototypesetting, to make a distinction there.
Originally it was simply for headlines. They promoted their ability to get
away from the so-called restrictions ofmetal type, so tight spacing became
the rage for a while. At times, I thought that was going too far, and resisted
it to some extent, but it was so popular with the art directors that I had to
go along with it to considerable extent.
Well, backing up a bit. When it was all hot metal, and when the
national magazines where a lot of the agency's ads were published, such as
The Saturday Evening Post and Life, and quality magazines of that sort, for
many years specified no etched type [photoengraved type see Glossary], it
had to be electrotype [see Glossary], to preserve detail in type. Of course
eventually, etching was improved to the point where that rule no longer
applied and they all got into offset lithography [see Glossary], and that was
a whole new matter. But when it was all letterpress, and all the magazines
were letterpress, it was a matter of assembling original engravings of illus
trations and electrotypes of type matter, and the engravers assembled that,
and then made electros, or in some cases stereotype [see Glossary] mats
[matrices see Glossary] of the whole thing, to send out to the publications.
The agency had a production department which handled all that, and of
course I worked closely with them.
In the beginning I was primarily a liaison between the art depart
ment and the production department, and made sure that what the art
department wanted in the way of type was practical from a production
standpoint. The leading advertising typographers in the city told me several
times that my specifications were the only ones that were thorough enough
to go directly into the composing room without going through their produc
tion departments for refinement.
I had studied Monotype [see Glossary] and Linotype [see Glossary] as
well as hand composition [see Glossary] at Carnegie Tech, and Ludlow [see
Glossary], and did a lot of extracurricular work on those machines. One of
my early printing house jobs I worked on Ludlow, but I never worked com
mercially on Linotype or Monotype. But I had known enough about them
from my experience at Carnegie Tech to specify typesetting in detail and
knew the requirements of each machine pretty thoroughly. I remember an
occasion on the job before I went to the ad agency. I was a combination
typographer and production man there, and I specified the typesetting. I
remember when I went there the fellows in the back shop were sort of a
little distrustful of the office types that were giving them directions on what
to do. I remember two occasions. On one occasion we had a job with a lot of
tabular work, where the best combination was to have the body of the tables
set Linotype, because it required a face we had in Linotype, and the nec
essary size, and have the tabular head set on Monotype and matching face.
But in Monotype, we only had up to 12 point, and Linotype we had 14, and
so on. Anyway, I took extra pains to detail my specifications and the fellows
in the composing room told me afterwards that they were amazed when they
took the type off the machines and put them together, they fit perfectly.
That's great.
They figured it couldn't be done. On another occasion, the Linotype operator
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thought he would fool me with a slug he showed me with one character
sticking up about an eighth of an inch above the rest of the line. I know he
expected me to say, "How the heck did that happen, that's
impossible," but I
had read enough about such things that I took a look at it and said, "Oh, a
Rogers Tabularmat"[see Glossary, Appendix A], and that's what it was! He
didn't think anyone, especially someone who hadn't worked in the shop,
would know what it was. After that, why, I think they trusted me a lot
more.
And Ketchum McLeod had 12 or so art directors that you worked for?
They had as many as a dozen, but it varied.
So, you had a lot of advertising coming your way for the company?
Yes, most of it was ads for publications, occasionally we got booklets and
even a few books. It was all part of the day's work. A couple of times I added
up jobs to get an idea ofwhat my volume of work was and it seemed to be
pretty steady at about ten jobs a day, of which one was a rather involved one
that took a lot of time and work, and the others were more or less routine
and could be handled pretty quickly. That included whatever conferences
with the art directors might be necessary, and the actual specifications and
checking proofs, and the whole works.
I heard you have a funny story about a job that came in one day
about 4 p.m., which used imported foreign type, and needed to be set.
n
Can you tell me about that?
Yes. That was, I think, the greatest snafu that I ever encountered in the
typographic world. It was a series of about half a dozen folders that came to
me in mid-afternoon one day. The client had to see proofs "next day." The
art director had had dummies made up by an art studio. The art studio had
had type set oversize, and they had chosen an imported type that was only
available as hand set type at the time. It was Palatino [designed by
Hermann Zapf see Glossary], which later became popular on Linotype, and
of course now in digital typesetting it's one of the most popular faces, but it
was quite new then. Three local typesetters had it in 18 point and up, in
imported foundry type. Well, first of all, I put in a frantic request to be
allowed to change the typeface. The response was "noway,"the client had
approved Palatino, and that's what it had to be, and he had to see proofs the
next day. So I called the three suppliers that had it in metal type, and found
out how much each one had. They were all about equal, about half-full
cases, no great amount of it, and no-one could handle the whole job. Well,
another aspect of it in those days was that I specified the type but the actual
purchasing was done by the production department, which made sense in
the days when they had to coordinate electrotypes and etchings, and so on.
Anyway, I talked to the production man whose name was on the production
order as it came to me, and he agreed that we would divide the job up, with
two folders to each of the three suppliers, and they would set as much of the
job as they could, pull repro proofs, distribute the type, and set as much
more as they could, pull repros, and so on. They arranged for people to work
through the night on it. So I worked my specifications in a hurry, and
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turned it over to the traffic man. In a large agency, there were so many peo
ple involved that the traffic man moved things back and forth between
departments. So I finished my work, gave it to the traffic man, and simply
didn't worry about it from then on. I was involved in so many other things, I
wasn't concerned when I didn't see proofs the next day, and it was a couple
of days until I saw proofs, and found out the story of the thing. The wrong
name for the production man was on the work order, so it did not go to the
production man that I had talked to, it went to another production man who
knew nothing about the situation. He sent it all to one typesetter, and the
typesetter took a couple of days to complete the job, because he had to set a
couple of pages, pull repro proofs, distribute the type, set a couple of more
pages, and for half a dozen folders, that was a long job. So, anyway, that
was a prize foul-up. Eventually, when the printed specimens had come back,
and the job had gone to a printer out-of-town someplace, the client had made
some changes and the printer had patched in some reset and done a poor job
ofmatching the type. So the job was a disaster all the way around.
About a year later, it came in for revision and redoing and updating,
and by that time Palatino was available on Linotype in town, so I simply
had the whole thing reset instead of trying to make revisions and patches to
it. It worked fine, and everybody was happy.
Your job must have been very fast paced. Did you have a lot of these
last minute jobs and problems?
There was a lot, yes, and on occasion I worked overtime into the evening,
but eventually I was able to hold that down to a reasonable amount. But
yes, there was a lot of last-minute work.
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Did you work at Ketchum McLeod until you retired?
Yes.
I looked them up in the phone book, but there was no listing. Are
they still in existence?
It's Ketchum Communications now. They've made some corporate changes
that I haven't tried to follow. So it's not quite the same, but it's basically the
same company.
You might be interested in another little tale along the way. I remem
ber one occasion when Westinghouse was one of our major clients at the
time, and they had their own type style, Westinghouse Gothic, that they
specified to be used for the display on all their ads. At one point, I had a bit
of a hand in having that cut in metal.
Originally, it had been made only for one of the lesser photolettering
systems and our only source of supply was Westinghouse's own printing
department up in Trafford [a suburb of Pittsburgh which had housed a large
Westinghouse plant], which is over in the next county. So for a while, I'd
send many orders over there to set headlines. Their resources were limited;
their typesetting system only had certain specific sizes, so I couldn't order a
headline seven inches wide, like I would from other photolettering sources. I
had to order it in 30 point, or whatever, and if necessary, get photocopies
down to size. Anyway, when I realized that I was spending a thousand
dollars a month just on headlines for Westinghouse ads for their own print
ing department to set heads, why, I recommended that they have the face
cut in metal. I put them in touch with the right people for that, and they
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had it cut by Monotype, and I recommended typesetters who they would give
rights to to get matrices and cast their own, and so that worked out well.
But anyway, I got sort of sidetracked there from the particular story I
was going to tell you. One time, one division ofWestinghouse was faced with
a strike situation and they wanted to put ads telling their side of the story
in certain out-of-town newspapers. So I phoned one of those newspapers. I
knew we couldn't get Westinghouse Gothic, but I wanted to inquire about
what they had for headline and text, especially text. I knew they
[Westinghouse] would like to have a standard Gothic that was close enough
for headline purposes. Westinghouse, at that time, used Helvetica for text,
which was fairly new then. Anyway, I phoned this newspaper from out-of-
town, and asked to talk to the composing room foreman.
"What kind of type do you have?" I asked.
And he replied, "Oh, you name it, whatever you want, we've got it. Just
name it. Anything, we've got
it."
And I said, "Oh fine. Do you have
Helvetica?"
"Uh, well,
no."
"Well, do you have News
Gothic?"
"What's
that?"
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I named a couple of other faces: "Never heard of them."
Turned out that he didn't even know that there were more than the dozen or
so faces they had in their composing room. So the best I could do was to get
a somewhat similar ad for style. The agency sent a courier to that newspa
per with copy, layout and instructions, and sent that other ad along for
style, and said, "Match this as closely as
possible."So it got by, but it wasn't
very close to the company style.
I know that advertising agencies came about in the 1920s and 1930s
as separate entities. How did that change typeface design and
typography?
Well, of course the early development of advertising agencies was before my
active days in the field, but as I understand it, earlier, most ads had simply
been set by printers, and when ad agencies came in, it became more of a
design situation, where more thought was given to advertising design.
Eventually advertising typographers began to set the type for most advertis
ing. They were more particular in the typefaces they bought, and to some
extent went in for imported faces, and that had considerable influence, cer
tainly, on the type foundries, and encouraged them to design many new
types for advertising. Even in the later days, when I got involved with it, I
had occasion several times to talk to the type founders and type designers
about the directions that I thought they should go.
One particular friend ofmine was Bob Middleton [see Glossary], who
was the designer ofmany of the Ludlow typefaces. I remember one time
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mentioning to him that he had mentioned at one of the Typocrafters meet
ings the direction that he was intending to go, and I had remarked to him
that we needed a certain typeface, a certain addition to one of the typeface
families. And at a later meeting I reminded him of that, and he replied, "I
know you did!" He went on to say that he was working on the face that I had
recommended.
There were also many occasions when I did suggest to local typeset
ters that they install certain typefaces that were coming into popularity for
advertising use, but I also made a point of buying as far as possible from
typesetters that had the faces that I wanted, rather than just sending to one
source and expecting them to buy new typefaces all the time. If 'Typesetter
A had imported a certain face, why, I tried to give him the business when
we required that face.
You talked also about the conflict between the aesthetic and the
practical in typography, that designers, of course, are going for the
look and don't think of the practical considerations. Can you talk a
little about that?
Yes. Most of the art directors that I worked with were reasonably good at
allowing proper space for text in their ads. On occasion I had to tell them
that they should have more space for text to get a reasonable size, and rec
ommended revisions of the layout for that respect. Sometimes they asked for
typefaces that I didn't think were practical under the circumstances and
we'd have arguments, and sometimes I won, and sometimes they won, but at
least we discussed it.
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Because I had, not only in my studies at Carnegie Tech, done a lot of read
ing on the subject, even before I was in college, and while I was there, had
read all the books I could get my hands on about good typography and the
rules for type usage and such things as rules for style, and so on. All of that.
And I tried to apply that as thoroughly as possible, getting down to the nitty
gritty about not having widows at the top of a column, and avoiding bad
spacing and bad word breaks, and all those little details and little refine
ments. Some of the art directors could only see the overall picture ofwhat
the ad looked like, and some of them were knowledgeable about the finer
points. Most of them were at least willing to go along with my ideas on the
matter.
So, the conflict between the aesthetic versus typographic rules has
always been the case, or did advertising really push this forward?
Oh, I think it's always been the case, primarily because art directors, well, I
don't want to make a flat statement, of course, but just the impression that,
as a general rule, art directors are naturally more concerned with the over
all appearance and less concerned about the fine points of it, and therefore,
at times, simply walk into traps, you might say, of columns that are too wide
or too narrow for easy reading, and printing type over color panels or over
photographs, or reversing it out ofwhatever, that causes problems and
makes it hard to read. That's the sort of thing I tried to steer away from,
and generally I think I was successful with doing it. Of course, many art
directors do know such things, probably more so in these days, when it's so
easy to do typesetting right at a desktop, and it's being done by many people
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that have never studied the basics of that sort. Also, it's so easy with a com
puter to simply try a typeface and see how it fits, and if it doesn't fit proper
ly, to simply change a specification at the beginning, and the computer refits
it to the space, no problem. Same way with appearance. If they don't like the
appearance of one typeface, change the font and see how it looks in some
thing else, and not be too concerned about some of what I would consider
aesthetics, like the proper typeface for a situation, historically speaking, and
so on.
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Chapter Five:
The Change to Phototypesetting
I recall that you said the change from hot metal to phototypesetting
was a difficult change for you. Can you tell me about that?
It was, because the early machines were comparatively crude compared to
the later digital technology, and to some extent compared to Linotype and
Monotype, even. They were very limited in their output, and the different
machines of different suppliers required specifications tailored more to the
individual machine. In hot metal days, I could generally specify a typeface,
say 10 [point] Century Schoolbook, and not be concerned too much about
whether the particular typesetter was going to use Monotype, or Intertype
[see Glossary], for that matter.
With early phototypesetting machines, there was less correspondence
between different machines, and I had to pretty much tailor my specifica
tions to Alphatype [see Glossary] with one supplier, or whatever some other
supplier had, and that gave me less flexibility and to some extent, the
results were less predictable. I think copyfitting was less accurate simply
because there were details about the machines that didn't always give me
exactly what I expected. The early machines were very limited, too, they had
comparatively few typefaces and a limited range of sizes. While they were
initially all copies of hot metal typefaces, still, some of them I didn't think
were very good copies. In at least one case, I remember, on the machine of
one supplier, if I wanted Century Schoolbook Bold to run with Century
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Schoolbook in certain size combinations, I had to specify a different size for
the two of them. Sixteen point of bold corresponded to fourteen point of reg
ular, or vice versa, and that made it more difficult, and too many unexpected
things happened.
How did you feel personally with the change? Did you think typo
graphy would become obsolete?
Well, that was true to some extent because we got a number of suppliers
that had limited experience with metal type, and while they did a reason
ably good job with the new equipment, they didn't know as well how to han
dle unexpected situations. The typesetters who had worked with metal
before did a much better job with phototype. Of course, I had a range of sup
pliers at all times, but I tried to spread the business around as much as was
practical, and as much as I could get satisfactory results from them. Of
course I had to rule out some suppliers because I simply couldn't get the
kind of work I wanted from them. I got pressure to use more than one
source anyway, so I did my best to use all the satisfactory ones.
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Chapter Six: The Typocrafters
The Typocrafters, a group of avid type hobbyists, collectors and typogra
phers, formed in 1937. They have no formal officers or membership; atten
dance has been as high as over 100, and fluctuates depending upon the city
in which their annual meeting is held.
How did you come to join the Typocrafters?
Shortly after I started at Ketchum, MacLeod and Grove, I went to an early
Typocrafters meeting and became active in that group, and have gone to at
least half of their meetings ever since, including one last fall down in
Cincinnati.
Oh, did you?
Yes, and I hope to go to one this year in Indiana. [Mac did attend the Fall
1995 Typocrafters meeting in South Bend]
They meet every year, is that right?
Every year, yes. It's a very informal organization, no governing officers. All
they have is the host for each year and whatever assistance that person
needs. I've hosted it two or three times here in Pittsburgh.
Are the Typocrafters modeled after the Typophiles [see Glossary],
the type group from the earliest part of the century?
Well, I don't know how much relation it might have to that. It started out as
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a get-together of people whose work had been reviewed in the Inland
Printer. J.L. Frazier [see Glossary], who was the editor of the Inland Printer
for many years, was really the founder of the group. He was active in it as
long as his health permitted. I met him a few times. He died, I think, in the
1960s [1966], I'm not sure of the date. He was at their meetings up until
shortly before he died, and I became acquainted with him there, as well as a
number of other prominent people in the business.
When did the Typocrafters first start? When was their first meeting?
Let's see. Their 50th anniversary was several years ago now, so it was the
late 1930s, I believe, when they started, but it wasn't until about 1953 that I
first went to their meetings.
Before I forget, Archie [Provan] sent something with me and asked me
to show it to you [a plaster casting with an embedded Ludlow slug,
spelling
'Typocrafters.]'
I have one of those somewhere, and was at the meeting where they were
given out.
Was it typical that your group would produce something and give it
to all the members?
Yes.
How did that work?
Well, it was voluntary, it wasn't a requirement, but in almost all cases it
was something printed. And one year, I don't know now who did this piece,
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and unfortunately it doesn't have a name on it, at least mine doesn't, but
one of the members made these out of plaster, with the head of a Ludlow
slug embedded in it.
What other kinds of things would they come up with?
Well, it was almost entirely printed pieces, and in the earlier days it was
simply a few extras out of some printing job a member had worked on com
mercially in his business. Some members brought in simple pieces, folders
and letterheads, and so on, and some of them had worked on much more
elaborate booklets or even books.
I remember the most elaborate one that I had worked on, and got
extra copies for them, was a booklet for the Pennsylvania Tourist Bureau. It
was about a 32-page book, large format, which appeared originally as an
insert in, I think, The Saturday Evening Post, when it was in large format,
and was the largest insert that The Saturday Evening Post had ever had up
to that time. That was a fun project and I had enjoyed working on it, and got
copies for all the members.
I didn't mean to get off track. I was going to say that originally, that
was what the offerings were, pieces that the members had worked on, and
eventually they started producing pieces strictly for the meetings, for distri
bution there. I turned out several folders or booklets that way, and some of
the others got quite elaborate pieces.
I have something else that you might have handed out at one
meeting [I hand Mac a piece printed at The Press of the Licorice
Cat see Appendix B.]
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Yes, that was a piece I did for the Typocrafters and other typographic friends
in 1984.
It's nice. Is it typical ofwhat you would have done for them?
Yes, and this had a trick to it, that probably wasn't obvious even to those
who might have read it, and maybe not considered it very thoroughly. In the
early stages ofworking on my book, I had come across a story of how the
American Type Founders' Garamond had been revised a few years after it
was first introduced. Several characters were redrawn. I happened to spot
the original characters in the specimens of one of the Pittsburgh typesetters,
just a few of the characters mixed in with the regular characters. So I check
ed into that, and managed to get a full set of the original characters in both
the Roman and Italic. So this specimen is set in all the original characters.
I had wondered how you came across it, it must be so rare.
Well, the book that tipped me off to it had been put out by one of the profes
sors at Carnegie Tech. I had never studied under him, he left there before I
would have gotten into his class. But I came across a copy of his book about
printing at Carnegie Tech, and the story about Garamond was in there, and
that was the source of that detail in my book. I thought this specimen made
an interesting adaptation of that idea.
Yes. Very interesting. I liked the way it was presented in your book,
and how you put the replacement letters in for comparison. Now
that we're in the computer age, what kind of specimens do the
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Typocrafters members bring to the meetings to show each other?
What are the meetings like now?
Well, I had missed a number ofmeetings, and the one last year was the first
I had gone to in several years, and of course it's well into computer typeset
ting now. That's good, of course, as long as it is handled carefully, why,
that's fine. Just like any other printing, there's a lot of bad work, by those
who are careless and unknowing, and so on, but there's also excellent work
by those who are knowing, and take care with it.
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Chapter Seven: Articles About Type
I think it was Paul Duensing who mentioned that you might have
been the editor for a couple ofmagazines, such as Typographic i.
Is that true?
Not an editor. I wrote articles for several magazines at various times and
had a series of articles. My first series was in a Pittsburgh publication, Typo
Graphic, which was published by one of the advertising typographers, and
went to the advertising business in general, locally. I wrote a ten-year series
of articles for that magazine, and a separate, but somewhat overlapping ten-
year series for a New York publication, A.D. Assistant [later renamed Ad
Art Techniques, and finally Advertising Techniques], and various individual
articles for Inland Printer, Typographic i, The Typographer, and a few
others.
And how did that come about? Would they solicit these articles
from you?
Well, in the beginning, I had written memos, internal memos in the agency
to art directors, account executives and others, memos about type, and I
developed that into a sort of feature thing, entitled Let's Talk Type [see
Appendix C], and eventually copies were sent to the branch offices in New
York, and elsewhere. And somehow Emil Klumpp [see Glossary] ofAmerican
Type Founders came across some of those, and he encouraged me to write
for more general publications. He had some connections and got me into a
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predecessor of the New York magazine. I remember I wrote one article for
them, for the publication he suggested, and the editor wrote back, "Thank
you, but that's not exactly what we had in
mind."So I tried a second article,
and got the same response. And at about that time, the publisher started a
second magazine, and those two articles were the first two in the first series
of the second magazine. That developed into a ten-year series.
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Chapter Eight:
American Metal Typefaces of the
Twentieth Century
Mac's book was first published in 1986 as a Preliminary Edition, then
revised and enlarged and published in 1993 as the Second, Revised Edition,
after many unforeseen publishing delays and complications. Over three
hundred copies of the Preliminary Edition had been distributed to typo
graphic friends and colleagues for review, which garnered additional com
ments and suggestions that were incorporated into the 1993 Revised
Edition. The second printing of the book was published in the Spring of
1996.
A couple of years ago, you published your book, American Metal
Typefaces of the Twentieth Century. By all accounts, it was tremen
dously well received, especially among typographers, which is espe
cially great praise. I spoke with Alex Lawson and Paul Duensing,
and they said that it was really a life's work for you. Is that true?
Pretty much so, yes. There were experiences and details from my earliest
days in working with type that form details in the book. Actually, the one
that came out a couple of years ago was the second, revised edition second,
comma, revised edition. The first edition came out in 1986, as a preliminary
edition. I had gotten acquainted with Ben Lieberman at some of the
Typocrafters meetings a number of years ago, and he heard that I was work
ing on a book of this sort, and talked me into letting him be the publisher of
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the preliminary edition, expecting that it would be used to solicit additions
and comments from various people in the typographic world, and that he
would later print a more complete, final edition. Unfortunately, Ben didn't
live to see completion of the preliminary edition, even, but his family ful
filled the contract, but didn't want to undertake a more complete edition
then. Eventually, Oak Knoll Publishers signed me up to do the revised
edition. So in the meantime, the preliminary edition had circulated to quite
a number of people in the business, not only professionals, but a lot of hob
byists, and many of them had rare, old typefaces in their collections, and
generously set specimens to my format, that I included in the revised edi
tion. So that was very helpful.
Along the way, I had joined a couple of hobby organizations, in addi
tion to the Typocrafters, and they were all generous in supplying specimens,
and in some cases, additional information that was very useful.
As I read through it, the amount of information you have is just
amazing a good example is Caslon. How did you ever learn all
these facts?
Well, it happened that a Caslon booklet was one of the booklets my father
had given me before I was in high school. When I got my first little Kelsey
handpress in those days, I got a font of Caslon. It was the Caslon that
Kelsey made, and later on, when I wanted to get more of it, by that time I
had found out about American Type Founders, and their branch in
Pittsburgh, and I went in and asked for a font of eight-point Caslon. At that
time, I knew nothing about the differences of 540 and 471, and Caslon Bold,
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or all the others. Fortunately, it was 540 that they gave me, and it wasn't
identical to what I had gotten from Kelsey, but it was close enough so that I
could mix the two. But it did alert me to the fact that there are differences,
and somehow I began to study those differences and gradually learned about
the varieties of Caslon and all the other typefaces that were popular at that
time, and have come in since then.
Some time early on, probably while I was at Carnegie Tech, I began
reading the Inland Printer and other publications, and type was an impor
tant subject for them in those days. Almost every month they had listings of
new typefaces that had come on the market, and I developed a card file of
those.
Another incident comes to mind, that put me on the track to the
whole thing. Linotype, early on, had been strictly a newspaper sort of
machine, aimed at setting newspapers, and it wasn't into the field of fine
printing. Some time around 1920, I guess it was, they decided to go in for
higher quality work. They had worked at it for several years, of course, but
sometime in my earlier days in the subject, they published an ad for their
cutting of Caslon Oldface, as they called it. As a gimmick, they set some
lines in the ad in Linotype Caslon, and some lines in foundry Caslon, and
challenged the reader to pick out the difference. Fortunately, I was one of
about half a dozen people in the country that had gotten them all right. It
wasn't really a contest, and there wasn't a prize or anything, but Linotype
put me on their mailing list for Linotype News, and some of their other pub
lications, and some of their articles about the fine points of typography I col
lected, and made a collection of their announcements of new typefaces over
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the years. And that served me as essential resource material when I came
around to compiling my book. I got into the book because in my work at the
agency, I discovered that there was really no book that covered the subject
thoroughly, and those that came close to it were published in England, and
were not only very incomplete, but very inaccurate about American faces.
That prompted me to get into this, and I kept on compiling more and more
information. I kept thinking, "Yes, I should do something of this
sort,"
"No,
it's too much of an undertaking,""Yes, but Ishould,"and "No, but I
can't."
Eventually, I decided to go for it. Then my question was, "Shall I announce
it to all those concerned, and take a chance on someone else beating me to it,
or just not tell them?" So I announced my intentions at a Typocrafters meet
ing, I think it was 1978. Later on I prepared a proposed layout for the whole
thing and distributed that at the following Typocrafters meeting, and also to
a number of other people who I thought would be helpful, and got good
response from that, and good help, and so, just took it from there and devel
oped the book.
Of the acquaintances I had made at Typocrafters, some of them
developed into close friends. Bob Middleton [see Glossary] at Ludlow, Emil
Klumpp at ATF, several at other sources, Paul Bennett [see Glossary] at
Linotype and Ed Shaar [see Glossary] at Intertype, at the time. It just sort
of snowballed from there. They were all helpful in providing specimens and
information. I gradually acquired a considerable library of type specimen
books from the suppliers themselves, and later on, from some of the dealers
in used books.
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Did you also visit the ATF collection at Columbia University to
research the book?
I went to see that, yes. It went to Columbia before I got involved, so I didn't
get acquainted with ATF at the time they still had their library. But I had
gotten acquainted with the director of the typographic library at Columbia,
and went there several times when I was in New York City. I went through
their file cards very thoroughly, and in particular, found one book listed that
I thought would be very useful, and they were unable to find it. The first
time I asked, they said it must be in transit between two different sections;
they were reorganizing the library at the time. But it still was not there on
subsequent visits, and they couldn't account for it. In the meantime, I also
was establishing other contacts, and one of the people I visited was Gerry
Powell, who had a design studio in New York City at that time, but he had
done a few typefaces for American Type. Anyway, I told him what I was
working on, that I wanted some information on some of the American Type
Founders' faces, and he said, "I acquired a book just recently that you might
be interested in," and he went and got it. It was the book that was missing
from the Columbia library! Later on, he graciously gave it back to the
library. Somehow, it had either not gone to Columbia, or else someone had
taken it, and eventually put it on the used-book market. Anyway, I went
through that book pretty thoroughly. It was a copy of the ATF type specimen
book of 1923, with notations by Henry Bullen [see Glossary], so it had a lot
of authentic ATF information in it.
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Weren't you also able to get an ATF journal from the Smithsonian?
Not an ATF journal. I got some other material from the Smithsonian, and
have traded information with them, in fact. Paul Duensing had copies of a
journal that someone at ATF had compiled of their mat cutting operations,
and Paul loaned that to me, and I got further copies of pertinent information
from that, and that served as another source of authentic information. So,
somehow, I lucked into a number of sources of really authentic information
of that sort that the average person, I think, would never uncover.
The dust jacket is actually a photograph of part of your collection of
type?
Yes. In fact, I can show you the galley of type that I still have. I set that
from the type in my own hobby shop collection, it's a combination ofATF
and Monotype, but it's all American type, as my subject is.
What percentage of the type used in the book was your own?
Oh, very small. Maybe four or five specimens. The others came from a great
variety of sources, many of them from the books of advertising typographers,
some of them from specimens put out by the type founders and matrix mak
ers themselves. Many of them came from hobbyists. I joined not only the
Typocrafters, but the Amalgamated
Printers'
Association, and the American
Amateur Press Association, and more recently the National Amateur Press
Association, and they're all more or less interested in hobby printing. Some
of their members had very large collections of type, and most of them were
very cooperative in filling my needs for specimens of rare faces.
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Have you heard from any of those folks in response to your book?
Oh yes, a number of them have gotten in correspondence with me, some of
them, of course, had been close corresponding friends for a long time. One of
them has pointed out one face that is missing, a face of 1901 or so, that
came and went in a hurry. Actually, I had confused it with a much earlier
face with the same name. Because of the similarity in names, I had just put
it in the 19th century, and not elsewhere in my book, but there was a newer
face with the same name early in the century that I should have had. So, it
will be in the next edition, if, and when.
That was my next question. Do you have plans for a new edition,
or others?
Well, of course I'm keeping notes on any revisions or updates I should have.
In the meantime, between Oak Knoll [the publisher of this book] and myself,
we've made provision for a few corrections on the second printing, which is
probably imminent at this time, because the hardback edition is sold out,
and, the last time I heard, the paperback was down to a comparatively few
copies. So, no doubt it will be back on press any day now. I have personally
revised some of the pages that weren't assembled quite the way they should
be, things of that sort. No editorial revisions, except for taking out a line
which was accidently duplicated from the bottom of one page to the top of
another page, which you may have noticed?
I did. The book is set in Century Schoolbook, and you referred to it
as "a workhorse
typeface." Is it one of your favorites?
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Well, for the purpose, yes, and I made the selection out of what was avail
able at the typesetter that the publisher wanted to use, and it's quite fine
with me. I'm not dissatisfied with the face at all. I had considered a few
other faces, but out ofwhat the typesetter had, that was definitely my
choice, and I'm very happy with it. The publisher had originally given me
the specimen book of another typesetter he had intended to go with, and I
wasn't as well satisfied with that typesetter's offerings. I'm not sure whether
it was my displeasure or other factors that led the publisher to go to another
typesetter. I was very well satisfied with his choices.
Do you have a favorite typeface?
Well, for my own purposes, for my own hobby printing, I had chosen Benton
a number of years ago, and have gotten several sizes of it. It was never a
good seller on the type founder's list, but it seemed to suit my purposes.
Eventually, when metal type was being phased out, I was able to get a num
ber of other sizes and a bit more in the small sizes that I used for my pur
poses, mostly. So probably I have the most Benton that anyone has now.
Incidently, it was later renamed Whitehall, and most typesetters, even hob
byists, would know it as that, but since it was the only typeface named for
Morris Benton [see Glossary], who designed it, I prefer to call to it by its
original name.
There's an interesting story about why that name was changed, isn't
there?
Yes. It was discontinued after a short time, and then eventually restored.
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The story from ATF is that too many typeface names began with the initials
A, B and C. To introduce a new, or a resurrected face with a B initial would
require their dealers to move too much stock on their shelves, so they chose
a name toward the end of the alphabet. As the story goes, Whitehall was
selected from the New York [City] telephone directory, as the name of the
telephone exchange that serviced the area where most of the advertising
agencies were located. But I prefer the original name, Benton, in honor of
the designer [see Appendix D.]
You mentioned that while researching your book you acquired sev
eral type specimen books from various sources, and I see that you
have your own substantial library here.
Yes, let me show you a bit about that. [Mac walks to his shelves containing
hundreds of books.] I acquired a lot of specimen books from the type
founders and from Linotype to begin with, and eventually got Monotype and
others when hot metal was being phased out. Of course, I got a lot of books
from the various advertising typographers and printers I had contact with,
so I do have a substantial collection here, and it has served me well and
given me a lot of resource material.
Are there any rare books in your collection?
Yes, I have some that I've gotten on the used-book market, that very few
people have. I have a book here from Carnegie Tech about their fine printing
department, that I got long after I had been at Carnegie Tech. But, princi
pally, I have books from over the years. I have a Linotype book from the
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'teens, a great big book from the 40s or '50s, same way with a number of
Monotype books and ATF books, back to 1898 or so. I have a book from the
old Hansen Type Foundry in Boston. Just a general collection, whatever I
could find, and it has all stood me in good stead.
Your book is 375 pages, it's enormous, and just packed with infor
mation. I put tabs in my copy to mark the pages I wanted to discuss.
I noticed that, interspersed with your great history on the type
faces, you put in a lot of typography, a lot of information for stu
dents of typography, and I loved that. Page eight, for instance.
Of course. Well, the way that came about was I had a number of ideas or
thoughts that I really hadn't decided how to incorporate into the book, or
whether they were even appropriate to be included in it. But then I got to
the business of dividing it into pages; as you noticed we've kept text opposite
the corresponding specimens throughout, and we've also kept families
together as much as possible. The following page, page ten, begins "The
Alternate Gothics." There wasn't enough room to put them all on page eight
and nine, so those two pages were short, and a number of other such short
pages are throughout, so it occurred to me that that was a good place to put
in some of these extra things that didn't really have a logical place other
wise.
I had marked the Caslon page, we talked about that. Then on page
74, you write, "What's in a
font,"
where you describe swash charac
ters and logotypes. Then, on page 75, you describe exactly what they
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are. In fact, one of your reviewers remarked, "It's a required book
of type for the type student, the type designer and reference
libraries." As I read through it, I marked a couple of the typefaces,
for instance Cloister Oldstyle, which is on page 94; the differences
in the designs of the cap [capital] J and Q. Just an enormous
amount ofmaterial.
Well, it grew out of the various experiences I had had, first working directly
with type myself, setting it as a hobbyist, and in some ofmy early jobs, and
studying it at Carnegie Tech. And then in my job with the ad agency, that
greatly broadened my horizons, of course, and gave me an opportunity to
work with a much greater variety of typefaces even though I wasn't actually
handling the type itself, personally.
On page 228 you have comparisons of serif styles. I thought that was
really well done, the different types: bracketed, Egyptian, etc.
That's something that could have been carried a lot further but I wanted to
keep it simple. I was simply covering the basics.
Reading from the dust jacket, "The book could be recommended to
art directors, type directors and typographers, graphic artists and
designers, design students, reference libraries, private press print
ers, and anyone interested in the graphic
arts." That was Stephen
Saxe from the American Printing History Association Newsletter.
When you were writing it, did you know it would be considered that
comprehensive?
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Well, of course my initial goal was simply to be more comprehensive than
the books that were then available. Some of the details were the result of
suggestions along the way. I think it was Emil Klumpp, for instance, who
suggested I put in the statistical data about the series numbers and sizes
that were made by the various sources, things of that sort. So it sort of grew
and developed.
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Chapter Nine: The Press of the Licorice Cat
For many years Mac has operated his own private press, The Press of the
Licorice Cat. It was installed in a spare bedroom in his apartment, sur
rounded by thousands of type specimens and books about type.
Tell me about your press, The Press of the Licorice Cat.
Well, it's strictly a hobby operation, of course. The press that I got before I
was in high school lasted several years. My present press I acquired, well,
it's about forty years ago now. It was after I went to Ketchum, MacLeod and
Grove. I felt the need for getting my fingers into it a little more than simply
specifying type for others to set. It's a used press, of course, it's a Golding
Official press, six by nine, and I have a fair assortment of foundry and
Monotype that I gradually acquired to go with it. I use it entirely for hobby
work, and for printing some small keepsakes for the Typocrafters and things
of that sort. I set and printed the title block and spine for my book, and set a
few specimens and examples. It's kept me in touch with the business and let
me experiment with some things, so it's been fun in that way.
How did you come up with that name, The Press of the Licorice Catl
Well, there had been a black cat that had been a pet of the children [Mac
and Laura's] for some time before I acquired this press. At that time some
other presses with names of that sort were making news, The Press of the
Woolly Whale [see Glossary] in New York, and some others of that sort, so it
kind of came naturally.
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Who designed the logo for you? How was that done?
That was taken from an ornament originally in the Barnhart Brothers &
Spindler catalog [see Appendix E.] Linotype had made mats of it, and I
acquired one of those and used that for the logo for The Press of the Licorice
Cat.
[We enter the room that houses his small press. Over the doorway, there is
a black wire sculpture in the shape of a cat.]
I noticed a replica of the Licorice Cat over your door. Did you make
that?
Yes. That was made out of a coat hanger, following the outline of the little
ornament from the BB&S [Barnhart Brothers & Spindler] catalog.
A photograph of an original wire sculpture made by Mac McGrew
Figure 2.
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Ah. There it is.
This is The Press of the Licorice Cat. I haven't done much with it for quite a
while, but it's done a lot for me. It's a Golding Official. As near as I can tell,
it was made in the early part of the century, but the design dates back to
the latter 19th century, probably the 1880s or so. And, there's a fair amount
of type. [Mac points to his typecases.] And here is the assembly of type that
I used for the cover of my book. [Mac holds out the galley for his book's
cover.]
Oh right. Wow. That's wonderful.
It was assembled out ofmy typecases. [Mac points to his printer's typecases,
made of beautiful hardwood.] I got these from a used-equipment dealer at
one time, but this is a rather rare size of case. These are three-quarter
cases, the same design as the more common California job case, but smaller
in size, but not as small as the more common two-third size. This is three-
quarter size, an intermediate size, but very suitable for my purposes. [Mac
points to the rows and rows of type.] And a decent supply of leads and slugs,
and all the other stuff that goes with it.
And you said your press was how old, Mr. McGrew?
I figure this particular machine was made in the early part of the century,
so it's probably 80 or 90 years old. But the design is more than a hundred
years old.
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And what kinds of things did you print on your press?
Well, they were all hobby sort of things, but one of the main things I did was
family Christmas cards over a number of years. When we were first mar
ried, I did a number of photographic cards because I dabbled in photography
a bit then, and after I got my press, we went over to mostly typographic
cards. Each one of the early ones combined photography with type. [We
walk to his kitchen table to view his collection of Christmas cards, held in
photographic albums and three-ring binders. As he turns the pages, he
describes some of the cards he printed at The Press of the Licorice Cat.]
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Illustration 1 Card 1
"Here's one of the early ones that has 'Christmas Greetings and Best
Wishes,'
etc., overprinted on the photograph."i [Due to its value, the original
card could not be provided for scanning. The card depicted below has been
electronically recreated by the author, with the use of an original halftone
and a xerographic copy of the original card, provided by Mac McGrew.
Actual size 6.5" x 10".]
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Illustration2Card 2
"An early card that was entirely typographic."2 [Actual size
4"
x 9"]
fv
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1977
1977
1977
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acpeje
Printed letterpress in handset foundry
Benton and *aslon,^wash types at
The Press oi the Licorice Cat
1077
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Illustration 3 Card 3
"One that was a photograph from an assembly of wood type, with a message
inside." 3 [Actual size 4" x 9"]
i
Wood type borrowed from Chorles McHugh's collection;
metal Whitehall type handset and printed by Mac
at his Press of the Licorice Cat: 1968.
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Illustration 4 Card 4
"One that was done with linoleum cuts printed in several colors, and text
inside, getting into the fancy runaround."4 [The text of the inset was blurred
to protect the personal nature of the greetings. Actual size 4" x 9".]
The Press of the Licorice Cat
1970
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Illustration 5 Card 5
"Another linoleum cut, imitating an old-fashioned typeface, then the mes
sage inside set in the form of one of the letters of that face."s [The text of the
inset was blurred to protect the personal nature of the greetings. Actual size
9"x4".]
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Illustration 6 Card 6
"Working around a number of different typefaces to say various
things." 6
[Actual size 6.25" x 4.25"]
^Blessings Merry Christmas
Joyous IJuleUJe j[[ GOOD FOR'!
Liwi times 1 Hohoho
Serenity \\ f 1 CyVWfeu^oe^
Greetings II OI 11 Season's Best
*cpe JLaood ^e^ee *
IFoDflcgos IFflesflffls |wisheS ^^
Health 8c f)affwc&& I Qlahess
JOLLITY J Best Wishes for 1987
Printed direct frtm handset metal type itMac's Press of the Licorice Cat, December 1986.
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Illustration 7 Card 7
"A linoleum cut illustration with part of a typecase, with
'Christmasy'
words
in the different compartments."7 [Actual size 4.5" x 6.25"]
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Printed directfrom type and linoleum blocks at
THE PRESS OF THE LICORICE CAT
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Illustration 8 Card 8
"A piece for the hobby printing groups that I had joined, this one on Stymie,
because along the way I had picked up a set of the long ascenders and
descenders for Stymie Bold. So I made a piece out of it for the printing
groups."* [Actual size 4" x 7"]
SAVED FROM MELTDOWN. Stymie Light,Medium and
Bold borrowed the idea of long ascenders and descenders
from the Parsons series of jbouc 1918.When I found some
at a dosing typographic shop, I just had co cake chem into
protective custody. Much later I acquired this 42 Stymie
Bold to supplement them.
Youmaycount eleven special characters in this alphabet,
but actually there arc only nine, with an extra b and d to
invert for descenders. The long characters arc on 96 point
body (cast from deepermars than the42 point, incidentally),
and it isn't too hard to add 54 points ofspace between the
ascenders. But the descenders aren't cast to matching align
ment,and have to be moved down about 5 points except
the inverted ones,which have tomove down about 8points.
No wonder they were hardly used too time-consuming!
The set for 43 point has another
curiosity f is cast in a 16 point
mold, 108 points wide; 1 in a 14
pointmold; and j in a 1 2 point
mold, 120 points wide.
The others are from
108 pointmolds.
^jL Tr LongasccndcreanddesccndcrsofParsons
y^y were much easier ro use.
The ones I've seen
were cast on twice the accompanying body size, and were
properly positioned for ready alignment.
4*\
STYMIE IS NAMED for the golf term meaning to block
an opponent's play,with the literal ideaofblocking theflow
ofsimilarEuropean square-serifs into America, jk
Benton designed fourweights ofStymie Jt*%^r
forATF, three ofwhichMonotype A ^L^
copied,with their italics. Gerry
Powell designed addirional
variations forATP,while
Sol Hess did likewise
forMonotype.
DentondesignedAntique
Shaded in 1910, with only a
coincidental general similarity to
Litho Antique. There'd been shaded
faces long before this, but this was the
first one cut on a new shadingmachine
invented byATF'smechanicalgenius,
LinnBoyd Benton, fathctofMorris.
ATF called rhe idea"thenewgray
typography,"
and followed wich
shaded versions ofBodoni, Cheltenham,
FranklinGothic, and other popular faces.
When Monotype copied this face they called it Rockwell
Antique Shaded, prompting some users of that system to
further modify the name to Stymie Shaded.
One of these Monotype users, Baltimore Type, copied
BetonOpen, imported fromGermany.and called it Stymie
Bold Open, thenwent a step further and modified this face
on their pancagraph, as StymieBold Open Condensed.
Some sizes ofStymie are oversize for the body. Regular
descenders ofmy 42 point overhang slightly,butATFcaso
the descenders of 60 point on 66 for some not all of
the Stymie series.
If you have Stymie Bold, check LRas against the font
shown here. If they don't match, yours may be Rockwell.
Some other characters are less noriceably different.
Back to good old letterpress! Handset in ATFBenton, Garamond, Scymie Bold
and Franklin Gothic, and printed byMacMcGrewAPA 521, jVAPAat the
Pressof the Licorice Cat.
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Illustration 9 Card 9
"Another piece based on Stymie at a different time."9 [Due to the value of
the original, this card could not be provided for scanning. It illustrates the
long ascenders and descenders of the Stymie typeface as shown in Card 8.]
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Illustration 10Card 10
"And a long series of file cards for other members of the groups, showing a
variety of typefaces and getting into details of each one."10 [Actual sizes
3"
x
5"]
BENTON ATF No. 566
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz.,-:;c'!?)&
$1234567890 Pack my box with five dozen ji
Designed byMorris F. Benton, as amodern interpretation of traditional types,
combining refinement and legibility. Introduced in 1933 as BENTON, the only
one of more than 200 faces by this designer to be named for him. Discontinued
after a fewyears, then reissued 1953 asWHITEHALL.We prefer the first name.
Held atThe Press of the Licorice Cat in 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24.Wanted: 6 and more 8& 10.
THE PRESS OF THE LICORICE CAT
CIVILITE ATF No. 482
a&Cybefdfy'j&lmnovavstuv&jcys L^je eobu$ of jaggy f\<teon$
Designed byMorris Benton in 1922 forATF, as a modern interpretation ofa type
originally cut by Robert Granjon in 1557 to imitate the semi-formal writing then
in vogue in France.Many alternate or swash letters were included in original fonts.
Theywere later offered as auxiliary fonts, finally discontinued. Some printers call it
SI-vil-EET, but an accented e in early specimens indicates the intended si-VIL-i-TAY.
Held at The Press of the Licorice Cat only in a basic 24 pt. font, without alternates or figures.
THE PRESS OF THE LICORICE CAT
From Mac's forthcoming book."American Metal Typefaces of theTwenl'.oth
Century," to be published by The Myrlade Press. Inc.
12 83 in
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CASLON OLDSTYLE ITALIC No. 471 SWASM ATF 51
^2Q6T> Ftf Jf$fKXC
A dozen of these popular swash letters were designed byThomas M.CIelland
about 1920, to supplementWilliam Caslon's familiar face of 1722; more were
added in 1923.Thesewere cast in regular molds,with some letters having long,
delicate kerns. By 1927 most of these letters, plus a few others, were being
made for Caslon Italic No. 540, ATF's short-descender version. These were
castwith mortiseswhere necessary, greatly reducing the problem of breakage.
Thereafter the larger sizes of 471 Italic were also adapted to mortise molds.
Held at The Press of the Licorice Cat in 12 to 24 complete, and up to 72 incomplete.
THE PRESS OF THE LICORICE CAT
From Mac's forthcoming book, "American Metal Typefaces of the Twentieth Century," to be published by The Myrbde Press. Inc.
D
CASLON OLD STYLE ITALIC Monotype No. 3371
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST
UrWXrZ&$1234567890.r:;9!?
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfffiflffiffl
ThisMonotype Caslon is a close copy of ATF Caslon Oldstyle Italic No. 471,
which in turn is virtually a duplicate of the face cut byWilliam Caslon in the
1720s in England. Like 471, each size is a bit different from the others, because
each character was cut by hand. Lining figures are newer (this century), and
are unusually small in this size only. The swash-like JQTY are original; plain
versions (not in our font)were added later.AtThe Licorice Cat in this size only.
THE PRESS OF THE LICORICE CAT
From Mac's forthcoming book, "American Metal Typefaces of the Twentieth
Century," to be published by The Myrlade Press. Inc.
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GARAMOND ATF 459 (Mono 648E)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ&
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzfffiflffiffla:t.,-:;"!?
$1234567890 Dumpy kabitzer jingles as exchequer c
Types ascribed to Claude Garamond, distinguished sixteenth-century type founder,
are preserved in the Imprimerie Nationale in Paris. They inspired this Garamond
face designed byMorris Benton forATF in 1919. Several years laterBeatriceWarde,
writing under the name ofPaul Beaujon, showed the source fonts were actually the
work ofJeanJannon, a mailer printer in Paris in the early seventeenth century. But
this disclosure has never reduced the popularity of these elegant Garamond types.
Held atThe Press of theLicoriceCat in 6, 10, 14, 18, 24, }6 pointATF; 8, 10, 12 pointMonotype.
THE PRESS OF THE LICORICE CAT
From Mac's forthcoming book,"American Met3l Typefaces of the Twentieth Century," to De published by The Mynade Press. Inc.
D
GARAMOND ITALIC ATF 460 (Mono 648G)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ&
akdefghijklmnopqrstuvtirwxyzffiflffiffidlaskmfrll^tt
$1234567890., -:;"!? WBCT>eQjC^fI?iT%Tr^
This refined italic byMorris F. Benton is a fitting companion to the same designer's
elegant Garamond roman produced by ATF in 1919. This exquisitely fitted face
contains thiswriter's favoritepiecesofsculpture. Roman and italicwere later copied
byMonotype as American Garamond in 6 to 12 point sizes only. The swash letters
shown are From Edward E. Bartlett's slightly different version ofGaramond Italic
designed for Linotype in 1929, and cast as separate type by SterlingType Foundry.
Held at The Press of theLicoriceCat in 8, 10, 1 2 pointMonotype, and 14, 18, 24, 36 pointATF.
THE PRESS OF THE LICORICE CAT
From Mac's forthcoming book,"Amencan Metal Typefaces of the Twentieth
Century,"
to be published by The Myiiade Press, Inc.
s-84 an
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GOUDY BOLD ATF 446 (Mono 294)
ABCDEFGHIJKLM
abcdefghijklmnopqrs
Goudy Bold was designed by Morris Benton for ATF in 1916, to complement the
1915 Goudy Oldstyle by FredericW.Goudy. These faces are distinguished by their
slightlyconcave serifs, longeron one side than the other, diamond-shaped dots,and
very short descenders,which Goudy disliked. As first produced, the f, j, ff, and the
tail of theQwere kerned. The redesigned, non-kerning characters shown here first
appeared about 1940. Held at the Press in 36 point only. Complete font on reverse.
THE PRESS OF THE LICORICE CAT
From Mac's baok, American Metal Typefaces of the Twentieth Century," published by The Myriade Press, Inc.,New Rochelle, N.Y.
4-86
ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUVWX
YZ&$1234567890
abcdefghijklmnopqrs
tuvwxyzffiflffiffl.,-:;"!?
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LIGHTLINE GOTHIC ATF 222 (Mono 452)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ&.,:;'!?
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz$1234567890
Lightline Gothicwas designed by Morris Fuller Benton forATF in 1908. It is
essentially a lighterweight of News Gothic, as there are no important differ
ences in shape except M with a shorter vertex and Q with a different tail. It
represents a modernization of light nineteenth century gothics, with much
greater refinement of draftsmanship and precision of cutting and casting. Lightline Title Gothic
is the same design butwithout lower case, aligned in the manner of Copperplate Gothic on 6-
and 12-point bodies. The two largest 6-point sizes are identical to the c-lc face, while the four
12-p" int sizes are the same as the 8- to 14-points;zes of Lightlhe Gothic, repositioned. Held
at THE press OF THE LICORICE CAT in 6-3, 6-4, 8, 10 and 12 point, all of which are shown here.
THE PRESS OF THE LICORICE CAT
From Mac's forthcoming book, "American Metal Typefaces of (he Twentieth Century," to be published by The Myriade Press. Inc.
1
NEWS GOTHIC BOLD Special Acme casting from Intertype mats
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ&
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz.,-:;"!?()-
$1234567890 Jail zesty vixen who grabbed [
The original News Gothicwas designed by Morris Benton in 1908 for American Type Founders,
and was popular until sometime in the 1930s when sans-serifs such as Futura pushed the
older gothics into obsolescence. In the latter 1960s the wonderful old American gothics were
rediscovered, and founders hastened to add new weights and widths. The first to come outwith
a boldface was Intertype, from whose matrices this font was specially cast, only in 18 point.
The subsequent ATF and Monotype renditions of the face are slightly wider and differ in details.
THE PRESS OF THE LICORICE CAT
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Illustration 11 Card 11
[The following cards do not appear in the video, but have been included here
to illustrate the creativity and thoughtfulness that Mac expressed in his
Christmas cards and hobby pieces.]
The angelGabriel was sent from
God to a city of Galilee named
Nazareth, to a virgin berrorhed
to a man whose
name was Joseph,
of the house of Dt-
vid.andthevirgin's
name was Mary.
And he came to her
and said. "Hail, O
favored one, the
Lord is with
you!"
Gut she was (greatly
troubled at Hie >v-
ing,and considered
in her mind what
sort ofgreeting this
might be. And the
angel said to her,
"Do notbeafraid,Mary, for youhave
found favorwith God. And behold, you
will conceive in yourwomb and bear a son,
and you shall call his namejnsus. Hewill be
great, and will be called the Son of theMost
High; and theLordGod will give to him the
throat of his fatherDavid,and he wdl reign
over the house ofJacob forever; and of his
kingdom therewill be AndMary
sid to the angel, "How can this be,
since I have And the
angel said toh. "TheHoly
Spirit will come upon
you,and the
poweroftheMostHigh
will ovcrshadnw you; there
fore rhe child to be born will be
called holy, theSonofGod.And behold,
your kinswoman Elizabeth m her old age
has also conceived a son; and this is the sixth
month with her who was called barren. Forwirh
God nothing will be
impossible."
And Mary said,
"Behold, I am the handmaid of the Lord; let tt be to
me according to yourword "And the angel departed
from her In (hosedays a decreewent out fromCaesar
Augustus ihar all the world should beenrolled. This was
che first enrollment,whenQuinniuswas govcrnorofSyria.
And all went to be enrolled, each co his own city. And
Joseph alsowent upfromGalilee, from thecityofNazareth,
tojudea, to the city ofDavid,which is called Bethlehem,
because he was of the house and lineageofDavid.ro been-
rolledwith Mary, his betrothed,who was with child. And
whde theywererherc. the rimecamefofhertobedclivcred.
And she gave birth to her Ant-born son and wrapped
him in swaddling cloths, and laid him in a manger, be
cause there was no place for rhem in the inn. And in
that region therewere shepherds out in the field,
keeping watch over their flock by night.And an
angel of the Lord appeared to them, and the
glory of rhe Lord shone around them, and
theywere filledwith fear. And the angel
said to rhem,"Be not afraid; for be
hold. 1 bring you good news
ofagreat joywhichwill
come to all
the people; for ro you is born this day in the city of David a
Savior,who is Christ the Lord. And thu will be a sign for you :
you wdl find a babewrapped in swaddling cloths and lying in
a manger
" And suddenly there was with (he angel
amultitudeofcheheavenly hostprauingGod and
saying, "Glory to God in the highest, and on
earth peace among men with whom he is
Whentheangelswent away from
chem into heaven, the shepherds said to
one another, "Let us go over co Bethle
hem and see this thing (hat has hap
pened, which the Lord has made
known to And they went
with haste, and found Mary
and Joseph, and the babe ly
ing >n a manger.Andwhen
they saw it they made
known the saying
which had been told
themconcerning rhis
child; and all who
heard it wondered at
what the shepherds
told them. But Mary
kept all these things,
pondering them in
her heart. And the
shepherds returned,
glorifying and prais
ingGod forall thev had heard and
seen, as ithad been told ihttn.Tbt
GoiptlAccareiingtoSl Lukt,tb.l&2,
Handset in Giranaofid and Foamier, ind printed letterpress at Mac's
PRESS OF THU LICORIC CAT
1930
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Illustration 12Card 12
I salute you. I am your friend, and my love for you goes deep.
There is nothing I can give you which you have not got; but there is much,
very much, that, while I cannot give it, you can take.
No heaven can come to us unless our hearts find rest in it today.
(JttflC C/iCCiy}CH! No peace lies in the future which is not hidden in this
present little instance. t^Jdkc JzCQCc! "^e gloom of the world
is but a shadow. Behind it, yet within our reach, is joy. fcjQflg. Jou!
And so, at this Christmas time, I greet you. Not quite as the world
sends greetings, but with profound esteem and with the prayer that for you,
now and forever, the day breaks and the shadows flee away.
FRA GIOVANNI, CHRISTMAS 15IJ
OakeJ2oie!
Printed directly from handsel metal type it Mac's
PRESS OF THE LICORICE CAT
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Illustration 13Card 13
[Actual size 4" x 9"]
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Illustration 13 Card 13
// / A/ / y the angel
f6aidto them, "Re not
Afraid; for behold, I bring jroi
good news of a great joy whicl
I [will come to all (he people; foe
| ko you is born this day in the city
Jof David a Savior, who is Chri
i Wie Lord.And tills will be a si'
\ Mot you; you will find a babi
wrappedInswaddlingcloth;
-s andivinRin amanger/y
Luke 2:70-72
Laura and Mac McGrew
tinted lirectSy from linoleum black and handset typ al
Trie Press of the Ucor.ee Cat
1972
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Illustration 14 Card 14
[Actual size 4" x 4"]
happiness
takes practice. Here are some pointers
on how to go about it:
Think happy. Talk happy. Affirm happiness by saying,
"I really have it good. I feel
happy."
Say this daily and the more you think of yourself as being happy,
the happier you will actually become.
Act happy. Walk with a spring in your step. Smile at people.
Put a happy tone into the way you greet a person.
Acting happy makes you feel happy.
Act as though you are happy in your job
and give it all you've got.
DR. NORMAN VINCENT PEALE
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Endnotes for Illustrations
iMac McGrew, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, April 29, 1995.
albid.
albid.
<tbid.
Ibid.
elbid.
'Ibid.
Ibid.
albid.
iQlbid.
"Ibid.
i2lbid.
lalbid.
"Ibid.
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Chapter Ten: Pittsburgh Trolley Cars
Both Paul Duensing and Dwight Agner told me ofMac's interest in
Pittsburgh's old trolley cars. Said Dwight, "Outside the work day, his main
interest, besides his family, was the trolley cars."i
Paul Duensing told me of your interest in Pittsburgh trolley cars.
How did that get started?
Well, I don't really know how it started. They were just a normal part of
most everybody's life when I was a youngster. My family always lived within
three or four blocks of a trolley line, and that was the way we went down
town, and went to visit friends and relatives in other parts of the city. That's
the way I commuted to work most ofmy working life, so it was just a natur
al thing, I guess.
One time I had set out to photograph some old cars that I had seen
parked in a storage yard in another part of the Pittsburgh district, and
while I was looking around there I encountered a man that turned out to be
one of the founders of the Pittsburgh Electric Railway Club, and he got me
interested in joining. Eventually the club matured into the Pennsylvania
Railway Museum Association, and has a major trolley museum in nearby
Washington, PA [Pennsylvania.] It's one of the major trolley museums in
the country, and one of the major tourist attractions ofWashington county.
In its early days, I spent a lot of time there as an operator and tour
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guide; a little bit of everything. I've gotten away from that. I don't often get
down to the museum itself any more, but I work on its newsletter and
things of that sort.
He mentioned that you received one of the old window shades from
a trolley as a memento, with a map of the city on it.
No, it was a route sign, that has the names of all the routes that were in
operation at that time. I have since given it to the museum. It was common
in cars of that period, that this roll sign would contain the names of a couple
of dozen different routes on it.
Do the trolleys still run, or are they obsolete?
Oh yes. They've matured into a light rail system, the present name for that
kind of technology, and they've been put in a subway in downtown
Pittsburgh. A number of other cities have established new trolley lines in
recent years; Buffalo, St. Louis, San Jose, Sacramento, and a number of
other cities. So it's a technology whose time seems to have come again.
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Endnotes for Chapter Ten
lAgner, Dwight. Telephone interview by author, Athens, Georgia,
March 17, 1996.
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Chapter Eleven: Family
Mac and his wife, Laura, were married for 51 years, until her death in 1993.
They have two grown children, a daughter, Lucinda, and a son, Jon.
How did you meet your wife, Laura?
She had been a dancing teacher, and at one time, and for a comparatively
short time, I had a printing shop in the suburb where I lived, and she had a
dance studio nearby. She came to me to print programs and tickets for her,
so that's how we met.
And was she a ballet dancer, or involved in all kinds of dance?
She had started in ballet, and was a member of a predecessor of the present
Pittsburgh Ballet Theater, and danced on the stage in productions that went
as far away as Columbus and Cleveland on tours. But then she got away
from that, and devoted her time to teaching children's ballroom dancing. She
had a couple of studios before we were married, and maintained one part-
time and then some classes in our home after we were married.
Did she have an interest in type, or your press? Did she help you at all?
Not really. Just an auxiliary interest, because ofmy interest.
And was she from Pittsburgh?
Yes, she was, although her family lived out-of-state for a while when she
was growing up, but had come back a few years before we met.
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Are your children involved in type at all? Or have an interest in it?
My son is. He had worked for IBM for a number of years, mostly in the com
puter business, and more recently, has gotten interested more in digital
type, and is presently exploring possibilities of going into some sort of such
business for himself.
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Chapter Twelve: Conclusion
Dwight Agner said ofMac, and their days as colleagues at Ketchum,
MacLeod & Grove; "In Pittsburgh at that time, all the typesetting companies
looked up to Mac as the leading type expert in the field. If there was a ques
tion Mac didn't know the answer to, it wasn't worth asking."i
Thanks, again, for letting me come down and talk with you.
My pleasure.
When I talked to Paul Duensing, he said that when it comes to type,
you had a mind like a steel trap. Is that an accurate description?
<laughter> Well, I suppose it is. I do tend to remember details about type a
lot more than most anything else.
He recalled that your first meeting was at a Typocrafters evening in
Chicago, and said he walked around with you to the different
exhibits, and was amazed. You made mention of a certain typeface
and said, "That
'q'
only occurred in the forty-two point size of that
face,"
or something of that nature. He was just totally amazed at
your mind for type.
Well, that's the peculiar channel my mind took, I guess.
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In closing, what would you consider your greatest contribution to
typography and typesetting?
Well, of course the book, I think, is the greatest contribution, in itself, and I
hope it's useful to many people over a long period of time. Aside from that, I
hope my attention to detail has inspired a few others to do likewise.
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Endnotes for Chapter Twelve
dwight Agner, telephone interview by author, Athens, Georgia,
March 17, 1996.
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Epilogue
When I talked to Paul Duensing, he told me of a joke you once said.
It goes like this: "This is the definition of a typesetter: A typesetter
takes your copy and sets it exactly the way you specified, instead of
the way you hoped it would come
out." l
< laughter> Pretty good.
Is that your joke? Do you remember saying that?
No, I don't remember it. I don't remember hearing it.
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Endnotes for Epilogue
iPaul Duensing, telephone interview by author, Watkinsville, Georgia,
April 1, 1995.
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Off the Record
As we toured Mac's apartment building, we came upon a bulletin board post
ed with community events. He pointed to a small sign about a local church.
"Do you know what font this is?" he asked, pointing to a clear example of
Zapf Chancery, with its characteristic lowercase z.
"I don't want to make a fool ofmyself,"I said, not a little bit nervously.
"It's Zapf Chancery," he replied.
'You've met Hermann Zapf, haven't
you?,"I asked.
'Yes. When I went to Carnegie Institute, I took a course on book design that
he taught.
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Glossary
Alphatype one of the earliest phototypesetting machines,
which began the downfall ofLinotype andMonotype
et al. It had no word wrap, so the operator had to
make line-break decisions. Type was not scalable; it
had three or four sizes each of perhaps six or eight
typefaces. If changes or corrections were made after
setting a job, the work had to be rekeyboarded, or at
least patched; and patching film was much more
complicated than dropping in a new Linotype slug.
(Mac McGrew)
American Type
Founders (ATF)
a company begun in 1891 and organized a year
later as 'a consolidation of twenty
typefoundries.'
It developed into the leading type and printing
equipment business in the United States.
Bennett, Paul
(1897-1966)
Typographic Promotion Director at Mergenthaler
Linotype. One of the founders of the Typophiles of
New York.
Benton, Morris Fuller engineer, type designer; head, ATF department
(1872-1945) of design.
'
Bullen, Henry Lewis
(1857-1938)
Electrotype
(or electro)
creator and one-time custodian of the American
Type Founders Company library and museum in
Jersey City, New Jersey. The collection is now in
Columbia University.
a duplicate relief printing plate made by depositing
a shell of copper on a mold of an original form.
Frazier, J.L.
(1885-1966)
Garamond
editor of the Inland Printer and one of the founders
of the Typocrafters.
a typeface originally designed in the sixteenth
century by Claude Garamond. Redesigned by
Morris Fuller Benton and produced by American
Type Founders in 1919.
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Glossary
Hand composition
Handpress
Handset
Intertype
Kelsey handpress
Klumpp, Emil
(1912- )
Linotype
Ludlow
Matrix
typesetting by hand.
a printing press in which the form is inked, the
paper is fed and removed, and the pressure is
applied by hand.
type matter which has been composed by hand,
letter by letter.
a machine which is essentially a duplicate of the
Linotype, produced by Intertype after basic
Linotype patents expired. Matrices made by either
company can be used with either machine.
The Kelsey Press Company, in Meriden,
Connecticut, was probably the best known supplier
of small presses and equipment for hobbyists and
small printers, with handpresses ranging from
three by five inches to nine by thirteen inches, and
some larger motorized models. Kelsey sold type,
paper, and just about everything a printer needed.
(Mac McGrew)
ATF sales manager and director of typeface design.
a machine for setting matrices and casting type in
solid lines known as slugs. The machine, which
would require one operator, has three main parts:
the composing machine, in which matrices are
assembled in lines; the casting mechanism, in
which lines are justified and cast as slugs; and
the distributing mechanism, which returns the
matrices, after casting, to the matrix magazine.
a semi-mechanical typecasting machine in which
brass matrices are set by hand in a special compos
ing stick, spaced, and then cast, resulting in solid
lines or slugs.
a metal die from which a single type is cast, either
as a unit or as part of a solid slug.
Glossary
Middleton, Robert
(1898-1985)
Monotype
Offset lithography
Phototypesetting
Photolettering
Ludlow director of typeface design.
the registered trademark of Lanston Monotype
Machine Company, manufacturers of type compos
ing and casting machines. The machines comprise
two separate units: the keyboard and the caster,
each with its own operator.
printing in which the inked impression from a
lithographic plate is received upon a rubber surface,
from which it is transferred to the printing paper.
using a keyboard, characters are selected from
master grids or disks and photographed individ
ually onto film or paper. No metal type is involved.
positive film characters are assembled manually
and photographed with precision cameras for
resizing to exact specifications. No metal type
is involved.
Photoengraving
(also etching)
Pittsburgh Club of
Printing House
Craftsmen
The Press of the
Woolly Whale
the preparation of a relief printing surface on a
plate ofmetal or synthetic material by one of
several methods employing photographic, chemi
cal, and mechanical means. Photoengraving is also
known as letterpress platemaking or photo
mechanical engraving.
Pittsburgh's local branch of the International
Association of Printing House Craftsmen. The
group holds monthly dinner meetings and
annual conventions. (Mac McGrew)
the private press ofMelbert B. Cary, with which he
produced both playful and serious books, pamphlets
and ephemera. The Press of the Woolly Whale often
incorporated typefaces that Cary had imported
from Europe for sale through his company,
Continental Typefounders. (David Pankow)
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Proof
Powell, Gerry
(1899- )
Reproduction proof
(also repro proof)
Rogers Tabular
Matrices
Shaar, Edwin
(1915- )
Stereotype
(also stereos)
Tightening
Typecase
Typesetting
Typocrafters
a trial impression, taken for examination or
correction before the final printed piece is produced.
typographer, industrial designer.
a carefully pulled proof of an engraving and/or type
for subsequent use in photoengraving or offset
lithography.
a system introduced by Linotype, to be used for
composing tables and intricate tabular matter.
[see Appendix A]
Monotype assistant art director; Intertype art
director.
a printing plate made by taking an impression from
set-up type or another plate in a mold of plaster,
papier-mache or flong.
at one time there was a vogue among type directors
for reducing the space between letters, especially in
headlines "freedom from the restrictions of metal
type/'
they called it and sometimes it was grossly
overdone. (Mac McGrew)
the compositor's case, being a tray divided into
small compartments in which letters, numerals and
spaces are kept.
the act or process of setting type.
a group of type hobbyists who gather once a year in
various cities around the United States, to discuss
current topics in typography, and to share their
printing experiences. Originally formed in 1937.
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Typographer
Typography
Typophiles of
New York
Widow
a person qualified by his or her knowledge of letter
designing, punchcutting, typefounding and/or
printing processes, as well as by a flair for design,
to plan a proposed printing work in a manner
suited to the subject and purpose of it as well as to
the materials and processes to be used.
the craft of printing; the skilled planning of printed
matter, including choice of paper, typeface and
size, and layout of the printed and blank areas to
make a balanced and attractive whole.
a group of printers, designers and typographers
from the early twentieth century.
the last line of a paragraph, which appears as the
first line of a page or column.
Woodcut the earliest form of printed illustration in which
an impression is taken from an inked form cut in
wood.
Zapf, Hermann
(1918- )
renowned German calligrapher, book and type
designer of the twentieth century.
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ROGERS
TABULAR MATRICES
for Rule and Figure Work
THE Rogers System for rule and figure work has made the
composition of tables and intricate rule work on the Linotype
practical}'
as easy as straight-matter. By this system the most
complicated tabular matter can be composed rapidly, conveniently,
and economically. The necessary attachment? for using the svstem
can be readily applied to any outstanding Linotype. The attach-
B,,tri Tabolir M.utr showing -lu,i. Hulet, ind M
ments required consist of a special mold, matrices, and spacebands,
and some minor parts.
Rogers Tabular matrices are like ordinary Linotype matrices.
except that the figure or letter is in the bottom of the slot, instead
of in the edge as usual When the matrices are assembled side by
side their slots align and form a mold in which the top part of the
slug is cast. They arc made on the one-point unit system aetwiae.
At points in the line where vertical brass rules are to be inserted,
space matrices without slots are dropped in. forming a slot in the
slug of the correct depth and width to receive strips of brass rule.
Mergenthalep. Linotype Company
Brooklyn, New York
SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO NET ORLEANS
CANADIAN UNOrYJ'E. LIMITED. TOHO.NTO 2
Ft.n ...',.',. u. it,. Pruttipyl Ciliai o/ th. W.rld
ReprintedMarch, 1929
A page from a 1929 Linotype book, advertising their Rogers Tabular
Matrices, a system for machine composing intricate tabular matter
courtesy Mac McGrew
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The Rogers Tabular Mold is the same an ihe resular
Universal Adjustable Mold except in heigh:. When
the line of matrices is presented against the front of the
mold, the matrix slot Aligns with and forms a continu
ation of [he mold slot, 50 that the bod)' or base part of
the slugs i3 cast in the mold as usual, while the top part
is cast in the matrices.
: bo-wiin AllfTunmt at MiLrtx 3Ut and Mold
The slu^s ar^ delivered from the machine with the
slots therein, and no rawing, cur.n.j;, vr other worn
ss necessary. Ai-er proofs have been tatcen and cor-
-cctions made, the rules can hr- ?nser:ed m an instant.
When :he form is locked up. the rules are held securely
in place.
Composition of tabular matter ^as always been
regarded as a specialty in the average printing office.
While the Rogers Tabular Attachment is also, in a
measure, a specialty,, it does not require any extra
ordinary degree of skill to u$r -nccessicHy. Any
reasonably good operator can, iy a little study of the
system, set the most intricate and complicated tabular
work practically as fast as straight matter.
Box heads, cross rules, etc . may be set with equal
facility, The brass ru>s may be made continuous
throughout the form and extended beyond the slugs
for the box headings, or they may be of labor-saving
lengths. All tables, however complicated with rcn-hng
matter between the column rules, reference marks,
light and dark figures, light and heavy rules, leaders,
horizontal rules, etc., can be produced by the Rogers
Tabular System more rapidly and more satisfactorily
than in any other manner.
CHARACTERS ARE MADE ON A
UNIT-SET WIDTH
All Rogers tabular matrices are made on the point-
set or unit system, which makes it comparatively easy
to Justify or line-up text matter with figures. When a
table is set on two or more machine?, be sure that the
side trimming-knives an the different machines are
adjusted so as to trim the slugs to a uniform thickness;
also that die right-hand jaws on all machines are set
exactly the same, otherwise the alignment of the rule
slots in the slugs will not be uniform,
EQUIPMENT
The Rogers Tabular system can be applied to any
Linotype, old or new, The complete equipment consists
of a font of matrices, the parts necessary to apply the
attachment, twelve special spacebands, and a Rogers
Tabular Mold, including one pair of liners f right-hand
and left-hand) toset^ift'Specified^body^andTneasianr-"
ROGERS TABULAR RULE
Rogers Tabular Brass Rule is made in five different
faces, as follows :
Kiir-llaa roi* in 2 paint booW
1 paint fact mil an 1 point bad?
- point iica rnJi u i paiol b*iij
Pinlltl aiir-.ijn rule aa : point bt*jy
Parallel luir-lina rule aa 3 panl Sasui*
The 2 point rule runs approximately 60 teei to the
pound. It can be furnished either in 24-inch strips or
:n labor-saving fonts of three or five pounds each. The
ihree-pound fonts contain 21 pieces of each length irom
6 cms to 25 ems, both inclusive, in even pica ems. The
five-pound fonts contain 34 pieces of each length. We
can also furnish J point rule if required.
Number 26 Series
Lowe; Iphj'.t; : point*. Flfur "J* ?nt \"o. 26 (4A9K Code Word: Opuy
THE f.tNOTYPE COilPOsrs. Justifies, cuts, noil mumbles complete Unes in alii? unit* ready fur
the press or department store advertisements md many other interesting features vhJcA 12&45T390
. .' < 7A3 1 , Code "Word : 0.;a *- Lower caw: ilph*Vt ' 5 paint*
THE LINOTYFE COMPOSES, Justifies, casts, and assembles eonipkt" irncf -u
a\ug units ready for the press or department store aih rrtiscmenrs aod L'234ot>ra90
retires. .04S4
3 Point No. 26 <8A17>. Cude Word: Zirr, Lower has* alphabet, 12* points. Flffnres
THE LINOTYPE COMPOSES, Justifies, east?, and assembles complete lines
in slug units ready for the press or department .store advertisements 12S^567890
A page from a 1929 Linotype book, advertising their Rogers Tabular
Matrices, a system for machine composing intricate tabular matter
courtesy Mac McGrew
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A page from a 1929 Linotype book, depicting the type of tabular
matter that could be set using their Rogers Tabular Matrices system
courtesy Mac McGrew
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ABCDEFGHI
JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
&
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
fffiilffiffla:t.,-:;,,!?$1234567890
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR
* STUVWXYZ&
i abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz \
) jffiflffifflm.r:;f,/P$1234367890 (
I askusfrllSptt \
Portrait ofa rare typefaceGaramond, as designed by
Morris Fuller Benton and originallyproduced byATF in 1919.
Comparison with almost any other specimen may reveal
the six roman and two italic charafterswhich were
later redesigned byThomas Maidand Cleland
and issued in 1922 in place of these.
A piece produced by Mac McGrew at
The Press of the Licorice Cat
and distributed at a 1984 Typocrafters meeting to fellow members
courtesy Patricia Cost
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Two pins are J{ eener than one
y^PIN MARK on each side of a piece of
a^ /- type? Ridiculous! Yet there they are
\^,S JL in my collection several pieces of
type with two marks on each.
OI/^ANY of theATFCaslon Italic swash
/% J% letters are cast with mortises to
^y^^r (J V' avoid long, delicate kerns. The
extensions provided by the mortised molds
are on the right side of the letter, at bottom or
top, and the pin mark is on that side also. Ex
cept for the unique djr ligature,which has the
extension at lower left this is the charac
terwith a pin mark on each side. Five mortised
sizes in my cases have plain size numbers on
the pins, but two of those sizes have the right
number enclosed in a triangle. The figures are
similar or identical on the two sides of each.
/^INCE it is the only character in the font
\ having a mortise on the left side, my
s~^ I guess is that it was cast upside down,
^ / combining right halves ofmor
tised and plainmolds. Is this possible?
This piece has no nick; other mor
tised characters have partial nicks.
LET'S TALK TYPE. Handset in Benton (Whitehall),Caslon
Swash, and Franklin Gothic, and letterpressed byMacMcGrew
at The Press of the Licorice Cat, June 1980.
An article from Mac McGrew's Let's Talk Type series, printed at
The Press of the Licorice Cat
courtesy Mac McGrew
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;1
t
I
H
''". "-\
BIBB
Conversation onWhitehall tt
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO
PQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
&(.,-:;"!?)$1234567890
Is this your new typeface?
Yes, this isWhitehall ... or Benton.
How would you describe it?
It's a transitional face,with considerable suggestion
of Basltcrvillc,Caledonia orBulmer,hutwith a suhtle
character of its own.
What's different about >t?
That isn't easy to define, hut it seems to fulfill my re
quirements for a private-press type better than any
other. And the more I study it, the better I like it.
What were your requirements?
First, I wanted something distinctive, thatwould not
be in general use, yet would be good without being
at all freakish. [ wanted foundry type, formore prac
tical handsetting and longer wear. I wanted a face
with matching text and display sizes.
A fictitious article written by Mac McGrew, printed at
The Press of the Licorice Cat
courtesy Mac McGrew
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What other typefaces did you consider?
I have some Baskerville, ^nd the (iivesr. most ob
vious choice would have been additional sizes of
that. But it is a popular Monotype face that mosi
typographers have. Foundry Baskerville has not
been available in small sizes for a number of vears.
I studied ATF specimens thoroughly, and catalogs
of Stephenson Blake, Bauer, Amsterdam, Ni-biolo
and other foreign foundrieseven browsed in Lino
type. Monotype, Intertype and Ludlow. There are
manv good face*, but no other one seemed quite so
"right" for me.
So it's the perfect typeface?
I didn't say that. A few characters might be improved
uponcap G and R seem to be slightly wt-ukbut
that's just amatterof opinion. Formany applications
it would not be a good choice at all. On the other
hand, several little detaiU delight methe almost
calligraphic foot on the d, for instance, and (he way
the crossbar of (he e flows into the curve; these little
things keep it from being severe.The figures and the
curve of the cap J arc more generous than in many
similar faces.
tf it's so good, why doesn't everyone have it?
For practical purposes, commercial printers and ty
pographers prefer machine-set faces in the smaller
sizes where available.Whitehall is mad*' *is foundry
type only,and is similar enough to Baskerville,Cale
donia*Bui tnerand others that theywould be selected
for almost any commercial application. Yet it is just
different enough to be distinctive.
Who designed Whitehall?
Morris F. Benton, forAmericanType Founders . . .
Your typographic Idol?
Yes. He designed more good typefaces than anyone
else I know of. Not only good, but many of them so
practical that they are among the most extensively
used faces in the world.
la Whitehall his best design?
That loo is amatter ofopinion.His own favoritewas
Cloister, I considered that, but decided, it was too
"classic" for my purposes. Whitehall was originally
known asBentonwhen introduced in 1934 theonly
oneof his 130-some designs to bear his name. Itwas
discontinued some time later, then reintroduced in
1953 asWhitehall. Recently itwas again discontin
ued. Since it is now obsolete under both names, I
will honor the designerby calling my type "Benton."
K
Set byMac McGrew in ATF Benton and Franklin Gothic;
200 copies printed OctoberH>69 .it hisPress of theLicorice
Cat,Pittsburgh, Pa.
A fictitious article written by Mac McGrew, printed at
The Press of the Ucorice Cat
courtesy Mac McGrew
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A page from a Barnhart Brothers
& Spindler catalog
SdpeRlOR COppeR-JVUiBD CTP<3
luncjc Rallovcccn Decorators
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i N...iiftu Pont.
immm
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.
No. 3609
3 for 50c
A page from the Barnhart Brothers & Spindler Type Catalog of 1925,
showing the ornament used by Mac McGrew as the logo for his
Press of the Licorice Cat
courtesy Archie Provan
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